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About This Game

The Gnomelands of Ventocia are in turmoil!

You are the last free Gnome, on a quest to rescue the enslaved Gnomekin from the evil Fairy King and the spells of his Fairy
Daughters. Jump, slash, and twirl your way through mystical worlds riddled with Mushroom Monsters, Kittybats, Gorphs, and
more. Harness untold magic and recruit new allies to unleash magical mayhem in the final stand against the tyranny of the evil

Fairies.
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very nice visual novel game with good mystery story line. good game good memorys just fix the multiplayer and i would be
awesome. has potiential. needs more cultures as well. hope it never gets abandoned :). Point Perfect seems like a unique concept
at first, and it is.
Thing is though, this seems like a game thats worth maybe one dollar. Not five.
Only buy this on sale.
6\/10. I still have my disc for the original Cultures game and seriously love the whole series. I'm so glad there's now a legitimate
way to get Northland and 8th Wonder in Australia because they were never released here. I played 8th Wonder last night and got
sucked into it again for 3+ hours. The games are sort of a mix between age of empires, the sims, banished and anno. There's
production lines but everything is a little more personal as you have to sort of micromanage the Vikings, including telling them
to get married, assigning them jobs and dwellings and telling them to have children etc. Unlike Anno there is a little bit of
fighting with several types of 'soldiers' etc but I tend to play on Free Play and just focus on building big civilizations. I still like
the graphics style now and the music\/sounds aren't too bad either. Overall still love the games and look forward to playing
more!
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Everything I ever asked for in one game. Pure genius. Pure fun. Worth it.. Game is still alpha and has some issues, but the
developer is committed and very responsive. Haven't spend a lot of time in game yet, but from what I've played it seems fun..
Worst keyboard config ever. Worth it for RougeLight alone!. Entertaining and funny at first it becomes boring after 5 minutes
of gameplay. Just because whatever you do.... ya die and that's all.
Expected more freedom and exploration.
The style is good. The contents - not so much.
. Unstable physic theory. Nice but HARD AF
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